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Abstract. Shapes and energies of icosahedral fullerenes are studied on an atomically detailed level. The
numerical results based on the effective binary carbon-carbon potential are related to the theory of elasticity
of crystalline membranes with disclinations. Depending on fullerene size, three regimes are clearly identified,
each of them characterized by different geometrical properties of the fullerene shape. For extremely large
fullerenes (more than about 500000 atoms), transition of fullerene shapes to their asymptotic limit is
detected, in agreement with previous predictions based on generic elastic description of icosahedral shells.
Quantum effects related to delocalized electrons on the fullerene surface are discussed and a simple model
introduced to study such effects suggests that the transition survives even in more general circumstances.
PACS. 68.60.Bs Mechanical and acoustical properties – 61.46.Df Nanoparticles – 46.70.De Membranes,
rods, and strings – 03.65.Ge Solutions of wave equations: bound states
1 Introduction
Ever since discovered [1], fullerene molecules continually
generate interest in different scientific disciplines. This,
for example, includes the predicted usage of fullerenes in
(quantum [2]) computing machines [3], targeted drug de-
livery [4], lubricants [5] and fullerene-based chemistry [6].
One of the reasons for the interest in fullerenes is cer-
tainly their appealing geometrical form. The best known
fullerene is the so-called buckminsterfullerene that con-
tains sixty carbon (C) atoms (C60). It is composed of
twelve pentagonal carbon rings situated around the ver-
tices of an icosahedron and twenty hexagonal carbon rings
at the centers of icosahedral faces. Larger fullerenes that
have an icosahedral symmetry can be constructed - these
are sometimes called ”giant” fullerenes [7–9]. A simple
way to describe the symmetry of these molecules is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The giant fullerenes can be thought of as
cut-out pieces of graphene plane that are folded into a fi-
nal shape (icosahedron). This procedure generates exactly
twelve pentagonal carbon rings (or disclinations) situated
around vertices of an icosahedron - all other carbon rings
are hexagonal.
Soon after the prediction of giant icosahedral fullerenes,
it has been noted [7] that larger fullerenes tend to deviate
more from a spherical shape - the buckminsterfullerene
(C60) is nearly perfectly spherical, i.e. its atoms lie on
almost equal distances from the center of the molecule.
The reason for aspherity of larger icosahedral fullerenes
can be quickly grasped from their construction sketched
in Fig. 1. Consider a single pentagonal disclination cre-
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Fig. 1. Panel (a): A shape cut from the graphene plane - a pla-
nar construction used for generation of icosahedral fullerenes.
Vectors A1 and A2 characterizing the construction are de-
noted. Panel (b): A relaxed fullerene shape obtained from the
planar piece of graphene plane depicted in panel (a). Panel (c):
An illustration of the sixty degrees wedge cut in the graphene
plane and a conical shape that results once the edges of the
cut are rejoined. Panel (d): An approximation of the fullerene
shape shown in panel (b) by a union of twelve conical frusta
whose half-angle is sin−1(5/6).
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ated by cutting out a sixty degrees wedge from a circular
piece of graphene sheet (see panel (c) of Fig. 1) and fold-
ing the remaining piece of the circle to rejoin the edges
of a cut. It is easy to see that the shape created in such
a way will be a cone, i.e. a pentagonal disclination shall
buckle out from the plane of the original graphene circle.
More precisely, the shape that the piece of graphene plane
adopts is close to a conical frustum (or truncated cone)
whose smaller base consists of a pentagonal ring of car-
bon atoms and whose half-angle is sin−1(5/6). In general,
the occurrence of the buckling of the sheet depends on
the elastic properties of the sheet material (the bending
rigidity, κ and the two-dimensional Young’s modulus or
stretching rigidity, Y ), but also on the radius (size) of the
sheet (Rs). A shape that the elastic sheet adopts depends
on the interplay between the stretching and bending con-
tributions to the energy, i.e. a relation between Y , κ and
Rs. A detailed study of this effect has been performed in
Ref. [10] and it was found that the minimal energy shape
can be uniquely described as a function of the combined
elastic parameter called the Fo¨ppl-von Ka´rma´n number
(FvK), given as γ = Y R2s/κ. The truncated cone is the
exact solution for the shape only in the inextensional limit
(Y/κ→∞). Tersoff has shown [11] that the energetics of
icosahedral fullerenes containing less than about 2200 car-
bon atoms can be excellently described by accounting for
the bending energy of twelve conical pieces of the fullerene
surface surrounding each of the pentagonal carbon rings.
This agreement strongly suggests that the surface of icosa-
hedral fullerenes, in the regime of fullerene sizes studied by
Tersoff, can be to an excellent approximation described as
a union of twelve conical frusta fastened together at their
larger bases (see panel (d) of Fig. 1). On the other hand,
Witten and Li [12] have, on the basis of quite general
scaling arguments, predicted that the asymptotic shape
of the fullerene molecule should be a perfect icosahedron.
More precisely, for very large but finite mean radius of
the fullerene (R), the curvature of the fullerene surface
should be restricted to the region very close to the edge of
an icosahedron which means that the icosahedral faces are
nearly perfectly flat. The energy is localized in the icosa-
hedral edges (ridges) along which the bending and stretch-
ing energies are of the same order of magnitude [16]. This
conclusion roots in the observation that the finite curva-
ture distributed along a large portion of the icosahedral
surface (as it is the case for the union of cones) neces-
sarily requires stretching of the sheet which becomes pro-
hibitively expensive energywise for large fullerenes [12].
For large sizes, the minimal-energy shape of the fullerene
should be thus closer to perfect icosahedron than to a
geometric union of twelve conical frusta. The energy of
the asymptotic shape predicted by Witten and Li also
depends on the mean radius of the fullerene in a function-
ally different manner. Whereas the assumption of coni-
cal fullerene surface leads to logarithmic dependence of
elastic energy on the mean radius (ln(R)), the elastic en-
ergy of the asymptotic shape predicted by Witten and
Li should scale with the mean radius as R
1/3
(or with
N1/6, where N is the total number of carbon atoms in
the fullerene). This means that for some critical size of
the icosahedral fullerenes, a transition in minimal energy
shape of fullerene molecule should be observed. This tran-
sition has been studied for generic icosadeltahedral elastic
surfaces [13,14] whose geometry can be considered as dual
to icosahedral fullerene molecules [13]. The transition that
effectively represents the onset of the ridge (edge) sharp-
ening regime [15] was found for very large values of the
FvK number, γ = Y R
2
/κ > 106, which means that the
asymptotic shape starts to emerge for very large values
of the mean radius, presuming the elastic properties of
the material are fixed. Alternatively, the same effect can
be observed in icosahedral shells of smaller radius whose
ratio of elastic parameters, Y/κ is very large [13].
2 All-atom numerical simulations of
fullerenes: Energies
Although the ridge sharpening transition has been con-
firmed and thoroughly investigated in generic elastic shells
[13–15], the analogous studies appropriate for fullerene
molecules have not been conducted. One of the previous
studies [13] indeed aimed at detecting the transition in the
fullerene molecules, but the study performed was again
based on generic elastic description with elasticity mod-
uli corresponding to graphene and geometry that is dual
to fullerenes (icosadeltahedron). Additional drawback of
such generic studies is that the Poisson ratio is necessar-
ily fixed to 1/3 [10], which is almost twice larger from the
value pertaining to graphene [17].
An asymptotic all-atom study of fullerene molecules
with the realistic interatomic potential that correctly ac-
counts for anisotropy and nonlinearity of carbon-carbon
bonding was apparently not performed and the predic-
tions of Witten and Li have never been decisively con-
firmed. The reason for the lack of such study lies in the
fact that the transition towards the asymptotic shape is
observed for fullerenes containing extremely large number
of carbon atoms, as shall be shown in this article. Thus,
the atomically detailed calculations become very difficult
and slow.
The interactions of carbon atoms in fullerene molecules
are modeled in this article using the second-generation re-
active empirical bond order potential energy expression
recently proposed by Brenner and coworkers [19]. This rel-
atively simple potential accounts for anisotropy of carbon-
carbon interactions, as well as many-body effects. Note
that regardless of its relative simplicity, the potential still
contains many features that are not present in the linear
and nearest-neighbor-only model of interaction adopted
for generic icosadeltahedral elastic shells [13,14], and it
predicts the realistic values for elastic moduli of graphene
(see below; the Poisson ratio is predicted to be 0.19).
The icosahedral fullerenes are constructed as illustrated
in panel (a) of Fig. 1. Briefly, the outlined shape is cut
from the graphene plane and folded into an icosahedron
and the edges are ’glued’ together (i.e. molecular bonds
are reestablished between the nearest neighboring carbon
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atoms). The thus obtained perfect icosahedral shape is
used as a starting guess for the minimal-energy shape.
The shape is relaxed using a particularly efficient imple-
mentation of the conjugate gradient algorithm [18] until
a solution (shape) that minimizes the total potential en-
ergy is found. The minimal energy shape that is obtained
using a planar construction shown in panel (a) of Fig. 1
is displayed in panel (b) of Fig. 1. Note that in this case,
the shape can be excellently approximated by a union of
twelve conical frusta whose apices are located at the posi-
tion of icosahedron’s vertices (panel (d) of Fig. 1). As dis-
cussed earlier, the conical shape results from the tendency
of the graphene plane to buckle out in vicinity of pentago-
nal disclinations, as shown in panel (c) of Fig. 1. The size
of the icosahedral shape constructed can be varied depend-
ing on the lengths of vectorsA1 andA2 shown in panel (a)
of Fig. 1. These are integer multiples of a
√
3 where a is the
nearest neighbor carbon-carbon separation (a = 1.4204 A˚
for the Brenner potential [19]), i.e. |A1| = |A2| = ma
√
3,
m = 1, 2, 3, .... The total number of atoms (N) in the thus
constructed shapes is N = 60m2 [9].
Panel (a) of Fig. 2 displays the excess energies (∆E)
of giant icosahedral fullerenes as a function of the total
number of atoms that they contain. These are obtained
as the difference between the calculated energies of min-
imal energy shapes and the energies that the same num-
ber of carbon atoms would have in the infinite graphene
plane. The excess energies originate from combined effects
of ’core’ disclination energies, which are local energies as-
sociated with the pentagonal carbon rings, and the elastic
energies related to the curvature and stretching that is
present in the fullerene surface [11,9]. The Brenner po-
tential predicts that the energy per atom in the infinite
graphene plane is -7.3949362728 eV. The high numerical
precision of this energy is necessary since the effects that
are sought in this article turn out to be rather subtle. Note
that for fullerenes that contain up to about 105 atoms, the
excess energy perfectly scales with the logarithm of total
number of atoms (N) in accordance with Tersoff’s pre-
diction and this indeed corroborates a simple geometrical
picture of a fullerene molecule as a union of twelve conical
frusta. This also means that practically all of the elas-
tic energy is of the bending type. For larger fullerenes a
clear deviation from the predicted logarithmic scaling is
observed (see inset in Fig. 2a). Note, however, that the er-
ror one would make in estimating the excess energy from
∆E ∼ ln(N) would be about 5 eV for the largest fullerene
studied (N = 1261500). The total energy of this fullerene
is -9.32862×106 eV, and the error is thus completely neg-
ligible on the scale of total energy. The effect sought for is
thus rather subtle, as announced, and high precisions are
needed to detect it.
3 All-atom numerical simulations of
fullerenes: Shapes
Although the study of excess energy clearly demonstrates
that a kind of a slow transition takes place for large fullerenes
(N > 105), more insight can be obtained by studying ge-
ometrical properties of the minimal energy shapes. I have
chosen the mean square aspherity (σ) as a global measure
of the shape geometry. This quantity is calculated as
σ =
〈∆R2〉
〈R〉2 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(|ri − r0| − 〈R〉)2
〈R〉2 , (1)
where r0 is the vector of the geometrical center of the
shape, ri is the vector of i-th carbon atom in the shape,
i = 1, ..., N , and 〈R〉 is the mean radius of the shape,
〈R〉 = ∑Ni=1 |ri − r0|/N . The same measure of aspherity
was used in Refs. [14,20] which enables a reliable com-
parison of the present results with those pertaining to
generic icosadeltahedral elastic shells. Panel (b) displays
the mean square aspherities of fullerenes as a function of
FvK number (γ) which was calculated as Y 〈R〉2/κ, where
stretching (Y ) and bending (κ) moduli correspond to in-
finite graphene plane and their values can be easily calcu-
lated from the Brenner’s potential which yields Y = 23.35
eV/A˚2 and κ = 0.83 eV [9]. Note how σ increases from
practically zero for buckminsterfullerene (m = 1) and sat-
urates at about σ ≈ 0.016 for 2000 < N < 120000. Then
another increase in aspherity is observed for N > 120000
i.e. γ > 106. Characterization of fullerene shapes with
their corresponding FvK number, strictly speaking, makes
sense only for very large fullerenes for which a continuum
description is applicable [9]. Nevertheless, Fig. 2 clearly
shows a good agreement of the present results (squares)
with those obtained for generic elastic shells in Ref. [20]
(full line) which are essentially the same as in Ref. [14].
In those calculations, the number of vertices in the shell
was kept constant and the change in FvK number origi-
nates from variation of bending rigidity κ, whereas in case
of fullerenes, an increase of the fullerene radius (number
of atoms) generates the change in γ. The observed agree-
ment further corroborates the conclusion that the detected
nonlinear dependence of excess energy on ln(N) signify
the onset of ridge sharpening transition that is found in
generic elastic shells for γ > 106, i.e. in the same interval
as found here for the case of fullerenes. Additional indica-
tion of the ridge sharpening regime can be found from the
functional behavior of excess energy on the total number
of atoms. The inset in Fig. 2a displays the fit of excess en-
ergies to C1N
1/6+C2 behavior which yields C1 = 5.595 eV
and C2 = 33.38 eV. It is interesting to note that the factor
C1 is only about 33 % larger from the value that would
be obtained from the sum of the energies of 30 icosahedral
ridges in the asymptotic regime as predicted numerically
in Refs. [15,16]. The energy of a single ridge was found to
be given by [15,16]
Eridge = 1.24
(
Y L2
κ
)1/6
α7/3, (2)
where L is the length of the ridge, and pi − 2α is the
dihedral angle of the ridge. Inserting values appropriate
for the icosahedral carbon shape (α = 0.365 rad - the angle
characteristic of an icosahedron and elastic parameters Y
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Fig. 2. Panel (a): Excess energy of icosahedral fullerenes as a function of total number of carbon atoms. Empty circles are
results of numerical minimization, while the full line shows the prediction of the theory of elasticity based on the assumption
that the shapes can be described as unions of twelve conical frusta. The inset shows a more detailed view of the excess energy
in the region where N > 450000. The dashed line in the inset displays N1/6 dependence of the excess energy (see text). Panel
(b): Mean square aspherity as a function of Fo¨ppl-von Karman number characteristic of fullerene structures. The full line shows
the results for generic icosadeltahedral shells studied in Ref. [20].
and κ as specified above) and summing over all 30 ridges
of an icosahedron, one finds that
Eicosahedron = 4.201[eV]N
1/6. (3)
The difference between the two values (5.595 eV obtained
numerically here vs. 4.201 eV extracted from numerical
studies of a single elastic ridge in Ref. [15]) may be related
to the fact that 5 ridges end in the same vertex (unlike in
Ref. [16] where a single ridge bounded by two vertices is
studied). Additionally, the Poisson ratio of graphene dif-
fers significantly from 1/3 which is also expected to some-
what influence the multiplicative constant of the scaling
relation for the ridge energy [21]. Constant C2 is close to,
albeit somewhat larger from the sum of twelve core ener-
gies of pentagonal disclinations [9].
In addition to aspherity, which is a global measure of
the shape geometry, it is of use to examine local geomet-
rical properties of the shape. For further discussion, it is
of use to fix the coordinate system for description of the
shape. For this purpose, the shape is rotated in such a
way that the z-axis of the Cartesian coordinate system
coincides with one of shape’s six C5 axes of symmetry. A
perfect icosahedron can be constructed so that its twelve
vertices coincide with the centers of the shape’s carbon
pentagonal rings. Two vertices of this icosahedron lie on
the z-axis and the one with larger z-coordinate is denoted
as T (see Fig. 3). Vertex T is an apex of the pentagonal
pyramid whose basis is defined by the five icosahedron
vertices that are nearest neighbors of T. The pentagonal
pyramid is cut by three planes denoted by pi1, pi2, and pi3
in panel (c) of Fig. 3, which are chosen so that their dis-
tance from the topmost vertex (T) is one third, (pi3) one
half (pi2), and a whole pyramid height (pi1). All the car-
bon atoms whose distance from a particular plane is less
than a/2 are then projected onto a plane, which yields a
two-dimensional cross-section of the shape. There are thus
three cross-sections that are examined. Panels (a) and (b)
of Fig. 3 display the three cross-sections for the shapes
denoted by A and B in Fig. 2, respectively. Note the com-
pletely circular pi3 cross-section of shape A. This clearly
demonstrates that the region around the disclination in
shape A is indeed a cone. Unlike the shape A, shape B
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Fig. 3. Panel (a): Cross-sections of m = 29 shape (N =
50460). Panel (b): Cross-sections of m = 145 shape (N =
1261500). Panel (c): Illustration of the procedure used to dis-
play cross-sections in panels (a) and (b).
is in the ridge sharpening regime (see Fig. 2) which can
be easily seen from pentagonal nature of all of the cross-
sections. This means that the curvature of the fullerene
surface accumulates around the ridges, i.e. the icosahedral
faces are nearly flat, as expected in the ridge sharpening
regime [12]. Note that the linear dimensions of the cross-
sections of shape B are about five times larger from the
corresponding cross-sections of shape A. A (small) devia-
tion from the circular shape of the pi2 cross-section is to be
expected even for shape A, since the pi2 cross-section goes
exactly around the lowest base of a cone (whose apex is
close to point T), exactly in the region where the 6 cones
should be ”fastened together”. The pi1 cross-section goes
along the shape ridges, and if the shape is indeed properly
describable by union of cones, the cross-section should be
close to a perfect pentagon. In fact, an inward stretching
of the ridges is easily observed, particularly for shape A
which contributes to the stretching energy of the shape.
It is precisely this effect that induces the ridge sharpening
transition when the shape becomes large [12].
4 Limitations of the study: electron
delocalization effects
Although the numerical results clearly demonstrate the
onset of ridge-sharpening transition, one has to keep in
mind that this was proven only for the model fullerenes,
i.e. those in which the carbon atoms interact as prescribed
by the bond-order potential [19]. Although this model in-
cludes the many-body effects in C-C interaction, effec-
tively only the short-range interactions between the car-
bon atoms (second-nearest-neighbor) are accounted for.
One may wonder whether the extremely subtle nature
of the ridge-sharpening transition will be influenced by
the delocalization of electrons over the whole fullerene
molecule and by the corresponding consequences on the
total energy of the molecule. It seems rather difficult to
precisely account for this effect in carbon sp2 structures
even with the present state-of-the-art total electronic en-
ergy calculations. However, a simple argument suggests
that the ridge-sharpening transition may survive even when
one includes the effects of the electron delocalization. It
seems reasonable to approximate the fullerene surface as
a geometrical confinement acting on the delocalized elec-
trons in it, i.e. the dynamics of the delocalized electrons
is constrained to evolve on the fullerene surface while the
”residual” dynamics related to degrees of freedom per-
pendicular to the surface is frozen. One is thus inter-
ested in the effects that the details of the fullerene shape
may have on the energy of the electrons constrained to
”live” on the fullerene surface. Quantum mechanics of par-
ticles in constrained geometries has been studied previ-
ously [22–24] and it was found that the three-dimensional
Schro¨dinger equation for the constrained particles reduces
to Schro¨dinger-like equation in which the mean and gaus-
sian curvatures of the constraint (surface) appear as ef-
fective potentials. The geometry of the fullerene is fairly
complex, nevertheless a clear insight may be obtained by
concentrating on a single fullerene ridge. It helps to isolate
a particular ridge and approximate it as a (open) ”book-
cover” shaped surface obtained by bending a plane around
the cylinder of radius R [22] (see Fig. 4). It has been shown
[22] that the stationary Schro¨dinger equation for a single
particle on such a surface reduces to
− h¯
2
2M
(
∂2ξ(z, s)
∂s2
+
∂2ξ(z, s)
∂z2
)
− h¯
2K(s)2
8M
ξ = E(z,s)ξ(z, s),
(4)
where ξ is the wavefunction of the particle on the sur-
face, s is the arc-length coordinate of the cross-section of
the surface (perpendicular to the ridge), z is the carte-
sian coordinate parallel to the ridge direction (see Fig.
4), M is the particle mass, and E(z,s) is the particle en-
ergy related to its dynamics on the constraint that is de-
fined by z and s coordinates. The mean curvature of the
bookcover surface depends only on s coordinate and is
denoted by K(s) in the above equation. As mentioned be-
fore, the squared curvature appears as effective potential,
V (s) = −h¯2K(s)2/8M . The total energy (E) of the par-
ticle on the constraint is easily found to be
E =
h¯2k2z
2M
+ Es + Eperp, (5)
where kz is the wave-vector of the particle propagating
in the z-direction, Es is the eigenvalue of the effective
(separated) one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation in s-
coordinate, and Eperp is the ”confinement” energy, i.e.
an energy required to confine the quantum particle in
the directions perpendicular to the surface [22]. A one-
dimensional eigenvalue Es can be found as the solution
of the Schro¨dinger equation for a particle bound by a fi-
nite square well potential (K(s) = 1/R in the cylindrical
portion of the bookcover surface and is zero otherwise)
V (s) =
{
0 , |s| > Rα
V (R) = −h¯2/(8MR2) , |s| < Rα (6)
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Fig. 4. A model of the ridge obtained by bending a plane
around the surface of a cylinder. Panels (a) and (b) represent
the ridges with different curvatures with the same dihedral
angle and the effective one-dimensional potentials discussed
in the text. Parameters, physical quantities and coordinates
relevant to the discussion in the text are also denoted.
The solution of the problem is described in many text-
books on quantum mechanics (see e.g. Ref. [25]) and one
finds that for α < pi (as is in the case of interest) the
potential supports only one bound state (localized in the
ridge region) whose energy is given by
Es = − h¯
2
2MR2α2
η2, (7)
where η is the solution of the system of equations
ξ tan ξ = η
ξ2 + η2 = α2/4. (8)
The angle (α, see Fig. 4) of the bookcover surface is fixed
to α = 0.365 rad, so that pi − 2α is the dihedral angle
at the icosahedron ridge. In this case, η = 0.0326 (ir-
respectively of R) and the bound state energy is thus
Es = −0.00106 h¯2/(2MR2α2). Consider now two book-
cover surfaces with the same opening angle α whose ridges
differ in curvature, as sketched in panels (a) and (b) of
Fig. 4. Since the binding energy of the electron for fixed
α scales as R−2 [26] (see Eq.(7)), a sharper ridge (i.e. the
one with smaller R, panel (b) of Fig. 4) binds the electron
more strongly (note that the other two contributions to
the binding energy, Ez and Eperp are the same, irrespec-
tively of the ridge sharpness). Thus, this simple model
suggests that the binding energy of the free electron gas
increases in the process of ridge sharpening transition, i.e.
the transition is favored energetically by the free delocal-
ized charge residing on the ridge surface. Of course, the
model introduced cannot be directly transcribed to the
case of fullerenes, nevertheless it does suggest that the
ridge-sharpening transition may survive and even be sup-
ported by the delocalized part of the electronic density.
5 Summary and Conclusion
I have presented all-atom calculations of the shapes and
energies of giant icosahedral fullerenes. It has been shown
that the atomically-resolved calculations support the find-
ings obtained from the study of continuum elasticity the-
ory of membranes [12] with some minor corrections, most
of which can be related to the Poisson ratio of the graphene
surface being significantly different from 1/3. In particu-
lar, the ridge-sharpening transition towards the asymp-
totic fullerene shape predicted previously in Ref. [12] was
found to occur also in the atomically detailed calculations.
Limitations of the calculations are discussed, in partic-
ular with respect to quantum effects resulting from the
electronic delocalization on the fullerene surface that the
adopted model of carbon-carbon interactions [19] cannot
fully describe. Using a very simplified model of the elec-
tronic delocalization, it was found that the ridge-sharpening
transition may even be favored by such effects.
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